
Super brief evaluation of each investigation
Most have longer deeper blogs or an IG post explaining process or additional reflection - no point repeating all that detail here!

Description (All
GDGS01)

Feelings /
Thoughts?

Evaluation / Good or bad? Analysis / Why? Conclusion/ What else
could I have done?

Action Plan Pursue?

Natural Ink
Making (EE01,
HNH01, STEK01)

Enjoyment,
frustration,
boredom, ,
great links to
theory,
outcome

 rose ink very successful,
sometimes relaxing,
enriches practice,
biodegradable, liked
recording time by season
and lunar phase.

 having to wait a long time
for pigments to happen, not
enough sample,
winter=nothing much to
forage for!

Didn’t go to plan because my
approach required more
structure/ time / research,
wrong time seasonally,
became too precious with how
I recorded tests, leading to
frustration. Abandoned
premise too quickly, bigger
samples meant I could test
better through drawing,

Explored more
colours/pigments, explored
pigment cakes

Retry late
summer when
there’s more to
harvest, make
bigger samples,
explore making
pigment cakes.
Start recording
time and date
alongside
season and
lunar phase.

Yes

Making and using
a seed shaker
(DA01)

Frustration,
disappointmet,
enjoyment,
sowing as
performative

 portable tool, pocketable,
enjoyed cheeky direct action

 irritating to make, worse
to actually use, not covert
enough, tiring, worrying
about someone reporting
me, sourcing appropriate
seeds

Not a efficient method of seed
distribution over the scale I
was doing it it. No control.
Scooping handfuls from a
brown paper bag is more
covert, easier, and more even.

Make the holes
considerably bigger.

None. Wouldn’t
do again.

No

Lunar Planting/
Gardening (DA01,
EE01, HNH01,
SP01, STEK01)

Peace, calm,
joy, frustration,
stress, great
links to theory,
performative,
outcome

meaningful space-time
interaction, enjoyable,
nature connection, slowness

 not having privilege of
time to do accurately,
barren lunar phase, difficult
weather, covid isolation
meant some plants suffered,
slowness, not enough
garden space to do what I
want!

Fantastic method of hands-on
research, rich in practice and
folklore, ongoing.

Covid isolation meant some
plants died/suffered as I
couldn’t maintain them
properly.

Could’ve better explored
gardening folklore or
worked with house plants
more

Planned my
time a little
better, prepared
a better space
for seedlings to
grow

Yes -
ongoing

Exposing the
‘Spring’ print
(HNH01, SP01)

Lovely seeing it
out, great links
to theory, like
concept of
having 4 x
seasonal works
in a series,
outcome

 very minimal effort

 no visible change on
image

Being a print, the paint is fairly
hardwearing and it was on
thick card - not the best choice
of paper if I’m looking for
evidence of nature?

Used a new drawing using
water-soluble ink on more
delicate paper

Put out the
‘Summer’ print,
PLUS work that
will likely be
more affected

Yes -
passive

Sunbleaching
(HNH01)

Annoying,
disappointment
, outcome

 very minimal effort

 no change on image, kept
falling off window when
cold/condensation

Despite being in the sunniest
position I could find, it wasn’t
left out long enough in the sun.
Winter/Spring sun also isn’t
that strong.

Explored alternate
locations and materials -
I.e. different colours/card
stocks in different locations

Explore new
locations and
materials, over
summer, or for
an entire year
(or years)

No

Made and
planted up a
terrarium (DA01,
EE01, HNH01,
SP01, STEK01)

Peace, calm,
joy, great links
to theory,
performative,
outcome

meaningful space-time
interaction, enjoyable,
nature connection,
slowness, healthy plants

 plants quickly outgrew
space, trying to carry it to
college!

Layers aesthetically pleasing,
plants are very happy with
excellent soil/drainage system,
placed on a sunny windowsill

Sealing the terrarium off so
it created it’s own small
ecosystem, placed plants
closer to glass to see root
system, added in some
worms

Make a bigger
terrarium (large
tank located),
explore sealed
terrariums,
welcome worms

Yes

Left drawing
under a tree
(EE01, HNH01,
SP01)

Enjoyment,
excitement,
love links to
theory,
performative,
outcome

 resulting drawing, once
initial drawing was done it
was low effort for me,

 difficulty finding a
location where drawing
wouldn’t be stolen or binned

Every part of the process was
enjoyable and meaningful - the
drawing, the scouting a
location, the leaving, the
retrieving.

Left more drawings under
different kinds of trees, or
in tree stumps, or similar

Left more
drawings out!

Yes -
focus

Digitally drewmy
walking routes
(EE01, SP01)

Performative
action,

 interesting to map out
regular routes using line

 Tedious to do, digital
work doesn’t match my
aesthetic or theory

Is a great way of marking my
direct, everyday contact with
the land.

Created by hand instead of
digitally, expanded out to
include routes I take by
bus, or train (although that
doesn’t feel relevant)

Recreate by
hand, do
something
(runic?) with the
lines formed.
Keep building
upon walking
map to include
future routes.

Yes -
ongoing

Making Seed
Bombs (EE01)

Fun,
performative,

messy, No visible outcome to evaluate
yet so I don’t know if the

Used a mixture of seeds in
the recipe, made different

Not used solely
poppy seeds

No
(except
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great
participatory
activity

 used too much clay,
sourcing enough appropriate
seeds

various recipe/process/sizes
have been effective or not.

batches using different
clay/soil/seed quantities,
made different sizes,
recorded which bomb
process was used where,
made more to distribute
out

(other seeds
may have
germinated
quicker?)

for in
worksh
ops)

Seed Bombing
(DA01, EE01,
HNH01, SP01)

Exciting,
performative,
(potential)
outcome. It’s
okay if they
don’t grow.

 fun! Covert,used along a
route significant to me

 no outcome to report on
as yet (wrong time of year),
worried someone would
complain

I don’t know if things will grow
from the seed bombs
distributed yet. As a
performative act it’s significant
as a form of direct action

Shared the seed bombing
experience with more
people

Used quicker
germinating/flo
wering seeds,
documented
what type of
seed bomb was
thrown where.

No

Seed Bomb
Maquette (DA01,
EPP01, EE01,
HNH01, SP01)

Exciting,
meaningful,
inspiring.
Outcome. One
to pursue!

 great, simple concept,
love links to theory,
biodegradable sculpture
with great messaging/direct
action

 too hard/too much clay in
recipe, one type of seed

It illustrates what it is I’m
wanting to achieve, especially
when placed in the terrarium.
Definitely an idea with legs.

Different seeds in mixture,
built it up a bit further,
tried different sizes.

Experiment with
larger sizes -
want to make a
giant one as a
public
sculpture! Need
to do before it’s
too late
seasonally.

Yes -
focus

Employing
gardening
folklore (EE01,
HNH01, STEK01)

Interesting,
enjoyable,
performative,
great links to
heritage, theory
and my own
ancestry

 Traditional Ecological
Knowledge

 Difficult to research,
difficult to remember, not
much lore relating to plants I
already have/grow

No way to know if these acts
are effective or not, but it feels
meaningful to tap into
Traditional Knowledge Bases

Created something more
portable/accessible so I can
remember everything
better when gardening

Planned my
garden better

Yes -
passive

Meditations
(EE01, STEK01)

Calm, relaxing,
meaningful,
performative

 Good for my mental
wellbeing and to cope with
eco-anxiety, can easily slot
into everyday interactions
with the nonhuman,
surprising insights

 Formal meds can be time
intensive, hated
documenting,

Great for wellbeing,
connection, and developing my
inner self. Formal meditations
aren’t as accessible as informal
hands-on ones but they led to
unexpected experiences.
Documentation became quite
personal and diary-like so
didn’t want to share much.

Recorded more accurately-
although when I’ve tried in
the past it feels like
unnecessary admin? And I
meditate 3-4 times daily
(on top of being in the
moment with lots of
things) so would take up
so much precious time.

More Earth-
rooted
meditations
early on. Find an
app where I can
just easily tally
meditative
interactions.

Yes -
ongoing

Intuition/
spiritual/ Nature
Connection
exercises (inc.
Tarot) (EE01,
HNH01, STEK01)

Calm,
meaningful,
insightful,
reassuring,
enjoyable,
performative

 Intuition has absolutely
increased, feel closer to the
non-human

 Some exercises have been
a bit too ‘woo’ for me,
worried of what others think
of me for pursuing/believing
in different things

These sometimes indirect
paths are strengthening the
skills and communication
channels needed to connect
deeper with the nonhuman.
Not shared a lot of it because
it’s too personal.

Took a more disciplined or
regular approach,
documented things more

Take a more
structured
approach,
recording every
random gut
feeling or quiet
voice

Yes -
ongoing

Partnership
Development
with Friends of
Hull General
Cemetery
(EPP01)

Exciting,
positive,
optimistic,
outcome

 great to have connections
with local org, good to
understand needs better of
my favourite local place

 Unlikely to be able to do
anything to original and
exciting - at least at this
stage, need to find funding,
my impatience

Positive meeting and keen to
work in partnership. Shared
values and keen to support
each others goals. Great
opportunity to explore making
site-specific public sculptures.

Reached out a little more
sensitively, explain more
about my approach and
values

Better initial
communication

Yes -
focus

Buried a drawing
(EE01, HNH01,
SP01)

Enjoyment,
excitement,
love links to
theory,
performative,
outcome

 resulting drawing, once
initial drawing was done it
was low effort for me,

 artwork was soaking wet
and was difficult to pry apart

Every part of the process was
enjoyable and meaningful - the
drawing, the burying, the
retrieving.

Buried more drawings at
different depths

Left more
drawings out!

Yes -
focus

Left drawing in a
waterbutt (EE01,
HNH01, SP01)

Enjoyment,
excitement,
love links to
theory,
performative,
outcome

 favourite piece of work
from this module!! once
initial drawing was done it
was low effort for me,

 artwork was soaking wet
and was difficult to pry apart

The drawing felt meaningful
but the placement wasn’t…
perhaps as it was an artificial
source of water (as opposed to
a river/sea/stream)

Left drawings at different
water sources (I.e.
drainpipe, pond, stream)

Left more
drawings out!

Yes -
focus

Herbalist
research and
practices (EE01,
HNH01, STEK01)

Calming,
performative,
outcome

 easy practice to fit in day
to day - teas, baths,
medicines, experiential

 limited herbs available,
course I did was shit

The time of year meant there
wasn’t much prepared
(nothing to harvest), but what I
did use was therapeutic

Explored purchasing
additional herbs to
supplement my own store

Harvest more at
the end of
summer, pay
more attention
to ‘magical’
properties as
well as

Yes -
ongoing
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medicinal
Germination
Artwork (DA01,
EE01, HNh01)

Exciting,
enjoyable,
humbling,
Performative,
outcome

minimal effort, plant is it’s
own artwork

 in a plastic bag

Feels like I gave the non-
human a stage by pinning it up
and celebrating it’s growth.

Could have created a series
using different
seeds/beans

Use a mounted
glass container?

Yes -
indirectl
y?

Seed Papers -
making, burying,
exposing (DA01,
EE01, HNH01)

Relaxing,
frustratiing,
outcome

 effective on the page,
artwork that offers life,
biodegradable

 seeds easily fall off paper,
didn’t germinate in sun

Potential to do something
really interesting using this
process. Too early to tell if the
buried seeds will germinate.
Using just poppy seeds was an
oversight.

Done multiple versions
using different seeds to see
which ones germinate
better at different times of
the year

Experiment
using different
seeds. Use
thicker gum
arabic solution.

Maybe

Trace Walking
(EE01, HNH01,
SP01)

Enjoyable,
cathartic,
meaningful,
meditative,
great theory
links,
performative,
(potential)
outcome. One
to pursue!

 great concept, builds on a
strong art-walking tradition,
minimal preparation needed

 No growth (yet) found on
socks, socks kept in plastic
bag

Think it was the wrong time of
year to be doing this test as
little to pick up.

Repeated tests on different
sites.

Try again in the
autumn, when
seeds and
spores are on
the ground.
Ideally when
wet/damp.

Yes -
focus

Partnership
Development
with Hull
Samaritans
(EPP01)

Exciting,
positive,
optimistic,
outcome

 great to have connections
with local org

 not the most relevant site
for my work

Link here is around how nature
supports good mental
health/wellbeing (which
research backs). This is my
second-choice site for my giant
seed bomb (just because of
terms of logistics)

Nothing at this stage. Deeper
conversation

Yes -
passive
(for
now)

Leading a
session/
discussing
Geopoetics
(EPP01)

Exciting,
positive,
refreshing,
empowering, I
felt listened to

 It was amazing to have an
intellectual discussion on the
theme with an interested
group of people

 Felt on the spot and
couldn’t remember key
things - nerves/anxiety

There is an interest in
geopoetics in the city and it’s
empowering to be the ‘expert’.
Great discussion,

Prepared a little better,
perhaps offered myM1
powerpoint presentation.

Chose an easier
introductory
text for people!

Yes -
ongoing
(/when
opps
arrive)

Creating a
practical Green
Guide (EPP01)

Empowering,
positive,
outcome

 having a framework of
ethical principles to work
within,

 Anxious it’d make me
appear preachy or signal-
virtue-y.

Framework to make concrete
actions and decisions that are
more grounded in reality and
have a practical wider impact.

Shared it. Spent more
time
researching
other relevant
ideas (can
always add in
another time!)

Yes -
ongoing

Footprints (EE01) Embarrassment
, boredom,
outcome

 easy, pretty,

 not a great idea, not
really grounded in anything,
not stimulating to do.

Felt like a good idea in my
head, but in practice it made
me cringe because it’s so
cliche. It doesn’t say or offer
that much.

Tried placing the print in
different biomes/places to
see if context changed.

Use bigger
paper to ‘block
out’ everything
in an image
except the
footprint

No

Tree and Bark
rubbings (EE01,
SP01, HNH01,
STEK01)

Enjoyable, fun,
frustrating,
performative,
outcome

 simple, effective, pretty

 difficult to do larger
works in the wind, paper
ripped easily.

These don’t offer anything
original or profound but it’s
such an enjoyable way to make
marks. Rubbing into the wood
using my hands felt more
meaningful than simply with a
graphite stick. It would be a
great workshop activity.

Tried different drawing
implements and papers.

Bring someone
with me to help
hold things in
the wind! Cover
my hands in
graphite powder
and massage
the stumps/bark
through the
paper

Yes

Tree Branch
Drawings (SP01,
HNH01, STEK01)

Enjoyable,
frustration,
performative
(of the tree!),
outcome

 Great way to make marks,
felt like I communicated
with the tree (?!)

 Like herding cats, wrong
set-up, not my idea, windy,
difficult to find appropriate
tree

Borrowed idea but I wanted to
try it. Tried lots of different
drawing implements - only
graphite stick worked.
Uninteresting resulting
drawing but innovative process
and great concept.

Kept trying using what I
had to hand. I left because
I was cold but could have
tried again using set up
that would have worked.

Heavier string,
pick branches
closer to the
ground,
graphite sticks
only.

No

Anthotypes
(EE01, HNH01,
STEK01)

Enjoyable
foraging and
making,
frustrating
exposure
process! I don’t
mind it
disappears.
Performative,
outcome

 simple process

weather dependent,
uneven/blotchy ‘painting’ of
emulsion, used card, had
nowhere to store in
darkness, once made cannot
expose to light. Too stressful
and demanding!

I made the emulsion but didn’t
have a tray or better way to
transfer emulsion onto the
paper, and where I left it to dry
wasn’t pitch black (I don’t have
anywhere like that available at
home), lessening potency.
Prepared but didn’t have a
bright, dry day for ages to
expose, which lessened
potency. When I did expose,

Prepared for emulsion
painting and drying better,
and captured images
before they disappared.

Used my metal
painting tray as
a paper dip,
tried using
different papers
(watercolour),
prepared a
blacked out
storage box to
dry papers.

No
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there wasn’t a strong contrast.
Images left disappeared after a
few days because they weren’t
light-fast.

Dandelion Clay
(EE01, STEK01)

Cathartic,
meditative,
performative

wonderful making
process, would be great to
do with children, all natural
play-doh

 Doesn’t dry well (blockier
shapes seem to do better),
brittle, broke work in
transport, removed leaves
when I shouldn’t. Went
mouldy?

I made a large test piece where
I imprinted leaves - looked
better when I left leaves in
than when I took them out.
More about the making and
playing with it then actually
making something out of it to
keep. Foraging was fun.

Tested out making
different shapes of
different sizes to compare
how things dried.

Make the dough
less water-
based and more
oil-based, to see
if that affects
how it dries.

No

Leaf Affixation
(EE01)

Frustrating,
outcome based

 Using a stapleless stapler
is a good sustainable way to
affix materials

 Ddin’t work as hoped,
clogged up the stapleless
stapler

The leaves were too fragile and
moist, and just tore.

I gave up too quickly -
could’ve tried different
leaves, flowers etc

Try different
leaves of
different
thicknesses,
consistencies
and dryness.

No

Wildlife Camera-
ing (HNH01,
SP01)

Joyful, exciting,
frustrating,
Outcome based

 Low effort

 Too many pigeons, not
great photography

Minimal effort from myself and
passively capturing the
‘performances’ of the non-
human.

Set up in different locations
to capture different kinds
of wildlife.

Consider an
expanded view
of wildlife -
capturing wind,
sun and rain?

Yes -
passive

Leaf Tearing
(EE01)

Cathartic, guilt,
meditative,
performative

 temporary, natural
materials

 leaves went everywhere
under studio air con!

Interesting take on sculpture -
when placed outside. it could
be one of those temporary
works that looks ‘natural’ but
isn't. Could make a great
community-meditation
activity.

Torn different types of
leaves for variety of colour,
tone, shape and form.
Placed outside as a form of
sculpture.

Try more variety
outside. Record
my hands
tearing them up

No -
except
as a
particip
atory
activity

Leaf Stitching
(EE01)

Calming,
frustrating,
outcome

 Looks very pretty

Meaningless, difficult to
do, kept tearing

It could be an effective process
for making temporary outdoor
sculptures but I don’t feel
comfortable leaving threads
there.

Experimented with
different types of leaves,
stitches and formations.

Try and do
these outdoors,
on a larger
scale, find
biodegradable/
eco-friendly
thread to use

No

Seeing relevant
art in Rotterdam
(EPP01)

Insightful,
inspiring,
exhausting,
upsetting

 Saw lots of great art,
great sustainability
exhibition got a sourdough
starter!

 Too much taxidermy,
back pain

The exhibition on sustainability
was excellent - it provided
some more avenues to
consider as well as see how
other artists have been
translating similar themes into
artistic practice.

If there was more time, I’d
have seen more art!

Stay for longer,
and not rush
around so
much! Won’t be
returning to
Rotterdam
anytime soon
but will
continue to see
relevant art.

No

Twig maquettes
(EE01, HNH01,
STEK01)

Enjoyable, fun,
calming,
outcome

 Temporary, natural
materials

 Twigs too light so move
too easily. Dog running away
with my sticks!

These maquettes are useful in
showing Friends of Hull
General Cemetery some of the
land-based sculptures I could
erect on site. Large scale
versions also double as people-
barriers or wildlife hotels.

Tried some slightly larger
scale ones. Make
somewhere other than my
garden. I shouldn’t have
stopped experimenting so
quickly.

Give myself an
aim to come up
with 30
different
formations, at a
slightly larger
scale.

Yes

Making incense
and burning it
(EE01, HNH01,
STEK01)

Frustrating,
enjoyable,
peaceful,
outcome

 Smells great, activates a
different sense when burnt,
temporary

 had to keep relighting,
really sticky and difficult to
create

More combustibles needed in
the recipe. Could make and
burn during an exhibition
launch or performance to
stimulate another sense?

Make more than just one
sample, varying recipes and
ingredients.

Explore making
incense sticks as
well as cones.
Also, burning
herbs by placing
coal
underneath.

Maybe

Dried flower
artworks (EE01,
HNH01)

Cathartic,
peaceful,
enjoyable,
meditative,
performative,
outcome

 very pretty, smells
amazing, loved working
directly with my hands,
simple process, textural

 bits keep falling off!

It was a lovely process
resulting in a simple but lovely
piece of work that celebrates
the sensory qualities of the
non-human.

Tried different dried herbs
and flowers, on different
surfaces (2D and 3D). Could
I draw/paint an image
using this process?

Thicker gum
arabic paste,
different dried
material,
ground down to
different
consistencies,
on varied
surfaces.

Maybe

Being in nature
(EE01, SP01,
STEK01)

Enjoyable,
cathartic,
peaceful,
meaningful,
joyful,

 Everything

 Other people! And rain.

This is at the core of everything
really, and includes the walking
through, meditating in,
observing, physical
experiences. I have found trees

Embrace the rain a bit
more? Made more of a
focused effort to connect
to the earth, rocks,
weather and bodies of

Make more of
an effort to
experience
different biomes
in new spaces,

Yes
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https://www.instagram.com/p/Cc-9QIoNPaw/
https://laurensaundersart.co.uk/an-example-of-thinking-whilst-doing/
https://laurensaundersart.co.uk/an-example-of-thinking-whilst-doing/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CdbHjShrnZc/
https://laurensaundersart.co.uk/discoveries-in-rotterdam/
https://laurensaundersart.co.uk/discoveries-in-rotterdam/
https://laurensaundersart.co.uk/discoveries-in-rotterdam/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CdTQb4UNqxS/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CdT-bdAL1WV/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CdblOzZAKBv/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CdbHO86rbl_/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CdbHO86rbl_/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CdWjOworej6/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CdWjOworej6/


meditative,
performative.

and animals to be the easiest
form of non-human to connect
to. I know rain is part of nature
but it’s not very comfortable…

water. and connect to
different forms
of the non-
human.

Foraging (EE01,
SP01)

Fun, joyful,
curious, guilt,
performative.

 end up with plenty of
interesting textures and
forms to draw! I like not
knowing what everything is,
nor labelling each thing.
Space-time interaction in
and of itself

 Extractive. it hasn’t been
the best season for foraging
ethically, as either it was
sparse or starting to
(re)grow!

Foraging, along with
gardening, is a meaningful
space-time interaction. There’s
something meaningful about
collecting objects (although I
don’t like calling them objects).
I’m avoiding the Western
science tendancy to identify
and label everything - I’m
happy recognising each
‘objects’ intrinsic value. It
encourages me to look a little
deeper at the non-human
whilst ‘on the hunt’, but I feel
awful that it’s kind of an
extractive process? I try to
forage ethically and take what
has already fallen where
possible.

Set aside time specifically
for foraging.

Explored new
areas for new
objects to
forage. Develop
a plan for
‘returning’ to
the Earth. Find
the line
between
extraction and
ethical foraging.

Yes

Meditative
Drawings (EE01)

Enjoyable,
curious,
meditative,
calming,
outcome,
performative

 I love drawing, great way
to connect and understand
the non-human.

 didn’t do a lot of it,
drawings I did aren’t that
interesting

Meditative Drawing is a
brilliant way of observing and
really understanding the
nature of a thing, person or
place. I prefer to draw
sensorarily and intuitively. I
didn’t do even a fraction of the
drawings I wanted to do, let
alone a good series of
meditative ones, but I think
that was because I was
focusing more on more
obvious human:non-human
collaborations?

Recognise that drawing
could be an vehicle for
intuitive communication
between myself and the
non-human. What
information is it choosing
to share with me at a given
time?

Draw! Yes

https://www.instagram.com/p/Cc8Eza6tBwi/

